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Anthropology and the sacred



Mircea Eliade
University of Chicago

one of the most influential scholars of religion of the
20th century
literary as well as academic works
writings on alchemy, yoga, and shamanism
paradigms valid even today

theories on cross-cultural parallels in religion and
myths



 Mircea Eliade
   University of Chicago

The Concept of Homo Religiosus
Eliade's ideal person through which he attempts to
find parallels and generalities in religions

sacred vs. profane 
profane space gives no direction for behavior while
the sacred and its manifestation (so-called
hierophany) possesses a sacred structure 
the Sacred established the sacred structure at its
first appearance - the account of this appearance is
captured by the myths  
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the theory of eternal return 
when the humans detach themselves from the profane time
and re-enter the sacred time in a sacred event 
the power resides in the origin - the nature of a
thing/animal is in the way it was created 

it is therefore important to gain control over the origin
the Sacred manifests itself in the first manifestation, the so-
called mythical age
bringing man back to the mythical age is the reason for the
existence of rituals within a liturgical cycle

a sense of cyclic time is not shared by Eastern traditions 
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the idea of sacred space
"For religious man, space is not homogeneuous; he
experiences interruptions, breaks in it; some parts of space
a qualitatively different others For profane experience, on
the contrary, space is homogeneous and neutral; no break
qualitatively differentiates the various parts of its mass." 
at the center of the sacred space: axis mundi (the center of
the world) that connects the Earth with Heaven - temples
imitate the axis mundi, bridging the two worlds



Islam and the sacred



What is
sacred in
Islam

Texts
the Quran 

the manifestation of God's will and
plan for the humankind 
rules concerning its reading 

the demand for purity
the demand for correct reading

handling of the actual book 

the Hadiths
sayings of the Prophet and key figures
around him



What is
sacred in
Islam

Artefacts and relics
belongings of the Prophet

in the Topkapi Palace (Istanbul)
Holy Standard, Holy Mantle, Sacred
Seal, beard of Muhammad, tooth of
Muhammad, Blessed Sandals,
Muhammad's bowl

relics of the saints
in the shrines 
revered by Sufi tradition
considered shirk by orthodox Islam



What is
sacred in
Islam

Sacred places
three main sites

Mecca (Ka'bah), Medina (Prophet's
tomb), Jerusalem (Temple Mount)

Ka'bah

place of worship for angels before
existence of human race
built by Ibrahim 
direction of prayer
focal point of the Islamic pilgrimage

"Verily, the first house appointed for
Humankind was at Mecca, full of blessing, and
a guidance for all of creation" (3,96)



Islam and Jerusalem



Jerusalem in Judaism



Jerusalem in
Christianity



Jerusalem in Islam

- the place of "Mi'raj" - Muhammad's
ascendance to heaven (meeting the
prophets, speaking with God about

compulsory prayers)
- Isra and Mi'raj - the Night Journey to 

 from Mecca Jerusalem on Buraq's back 
Surah 17:1

"Glory be to the One Who took His servant
by night from the Sacred Mosque (al-

Masjid al-Haram) to the Farthest Mosque
(al-Masjid al-Aqsa) whose surroundings
We have blessed, so that We may show

him some of Our signs."
 
 




